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Lattice formation of swirling textures is ubiquitous in solid-state materials, such as a magnetic
skyrmion lattice in chiral magnets. In the magnetic skyrmion lattices, their moving states and
dynamics under external perturbations are still unrevealed, although a detailed understanding of
the dynamics is crucial to realizing spintronic applications, such as magnetic domain-wall racetrack
memory1,2. Here, we report in detail on the transient state of a moving magnetic skyrmion lattice
in bulk single-crystalline MnSi under alternating current (AC) using small-angle neutron scattering.
A rotation and concomitant broadening of the spot width in the azimuthal direction of the magnetic
skyrmion reflections originating from the plastic deformation of the magnetic skyrmion lattice were
found only at low AC frequencies3, whereas above the threshold AC frequency (ft ∼ 0.12 Hz) the
rotation was not observed, and the spot width becomes sharper. The observed complex response
of the magnetic skyrmion reflections can be explained by the change in dislocation density in the
magnetic skyrmion lattice. At frequencies higher than ft, the magnetic skyrmions oscillate removing
the dislocations, indicating that the dislocation density is controlled by the AC frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Swirling textures, called topological defects, charac-
terized by discrete topological numbers, are ubiquitous
in various scientific fields4–7. The dynamics of moving
topological defects by an external perturbation is one of
the most fascinating scientific topics and has been in-
vestigated for decades2,8–19. The moving lattice states
of topological defects in solid-state materials have been
thoroughly investigated in quantum vortices in type-II
superconductors10,20–27. Various moving lattice states,
such as the plastic flow and coherently moving Bragg
lattice of quantum vortices, have been discussed28–30. In
sharp contrast, to the best of our knowledge, few investi-
gations to observe the transient state of the moving quan-
tum vortices were conducted by microscopically probing
the periodicity of the quantum vortices, such as by neu-
tron scattering, because the scattering cross-section from
the quantum vortices consisting of tiny magnetic flux is
considerably small10,21.

Skyrmions, topological defects originally predicted in
the nonlinear field theory, can now be found in a
broad class of magnetic materials31–33. The magnetic
skyrmions often condense into a triangular lattice, which
was first discovered experimentally as a six-fold magnetic

Bragg peak by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS)
in the chiral magnet MnSi34. Magnetic skyrmions have
attracted significant attention because of the following
prominent characteristics: (i) topological protection; the
magnetic skyrmion can hardly be annihilated once it is
created, and (ii) spin-transfer torque, spin dynamics of
skyrmion is strongly coupled to spin current or electric
current flow in metallic materials. Owing to these charac-
teristics, the potential for controlling magnetic skyrmions
and ultimately their potential application in spintronics
has been concluded2. Thus, magnetic skyrmions have
been extensively investigated to elucidate their dynam-
ics under external perturbations2,3,13–16,35–42. As a pio-
neering work on revealing the motion of the magnetic
skyrmion lattice by an electric current flow, a SANS
experiment with an intentionally applied temperature
gradient was conducted and clarified that the magnetic
skyrmion lattice homogeneously rotates in the entire
sample area by the spatially inhomogeneous spin-transfer
torque13,35. The skyrmion-lattice motion caused only
by the electric current flow was also observed in the
Hall resistivity measurement under thermally homoge-
neous conditions15, and then the SANS measurement
under the homogeneous conditions displayed the plas-
tic deformation behavior of moving magnetic skyrmion
lattices3. These experimental findings indicate that the
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FIG. 1: Experimental setting of small-angle neutron scatter-
ing (SANS) for an alternating current (AC). (a) Schematic
drawing of the MnSi sample and experimental setting for
AC flow. To eliminate the temporal temperature variation
inside the sample, we selected the AC with a square wave-
form. (b) Schematic illustration of the incident-neutron-
illumination area for investigating the peak broadening at the
entire horizontal cross-section of the sample (top) and the spa-
tially inhomogeneous rotation at the sample edges (bottom)
of the skyrmion lattice reflections.

electric current flow induces skyrmion-lattice motion in
MnSi above the threshold current density jt ∼ 1 MA/m2

(106 A/m2), which is significantly smaller than the one
required for the motion of magnetic domain boundaries,
where the threshold value is approximately j ≤ 1 GA/m2

(109 A/m2)43–47. Furthermore, the scattering cross-
section from the magnetic skyrmion lattice in MnSi is
larger than that from the quantum vortex lattice in type-
II superconductors, simply because of the large magnetic
moments of manganese in MnSi. Thus, the magnetic
skyrmion is a promising candidate for investigating the
transient lattice deformation of moving topological de-
fects in solids. Additionally, the movement of the lattice
in a spatially inhomogeneous and temporally changing
manner is of further interest, and experimental proof for
such a circumstance is desired.

Here, we investigated the transient deformation pro-
cess of a moving magnetic skyrmion lattice in MnSi in re-
sponse to an alternating current (AC) using SANS under
thermally homogeneous conditions. A rotation and con-
comitant broadening of the spot width in the azimuthal
angle direction of the magnetic skyrmion reflections were
observed above jt and below the threshold AC frequency
(ft), in accord with previously reported experiments un-
der the direct current (DC)3. In stark contrast, above ft,
the spot rotation is suppressed, and the spot width be-
comes even sharper compared to the pristine state. This
article describes and discusses the transient process of
the lattice deformation of the magnetic skyrmion and its
slow dynamics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The MnSi single crystal was grown along the [1 0 0] di-
rection using the Czochralski method. The sample qual-
ity was checked by electric resistivity measurements. In
our MnSi sample, the residual resistivity ratio was ∼50
and TC was∼29 K. The single crystal samples were cut in
a rectangular shape of 1.4 mm (width) × 7.5 mm (height)
× 0.4 mm (thickness) for the SANS experiment. The
SANS experiments were performed at NG7 (National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology). The incident neu-
tron wavelength was λi = 6 Å with ∆λ/λi = 14 %. The
experimental setting was identical to that used in our
previous study3. To further suppress the temperature
inhomogeneity in the measured region and check the sam-
ple position dependence, only a tiny part of the sample
was illuminated by a narrow neutron beam of the cross-
section being 2.0 mm (width) × 1.0 mm (height). The
illumination area of the incident neutron for investigating
the peak broadening behavior (top) and the spatially in-
homogeneous rotation at the sample edges (bottom) are
shown in Fig. 1(b). The MnSi sample was mounted on a
Cu sample cell and installed in a horizontal-field magnet
with a magnetic field applied along [1 -1 0] parallel to
the incident neutron. To observe the magnetic skyrmion
lattice, we applied a magnetic field Bext = 0.2 T, whose
value is the external magnetic field without correcting
for the magnetic permeability of the MnSi sample. An
electric current for DC and AC with a square waveform
of up to 2.0 A (j = 3.6 MA/m2) was applied along the
[0 0 1] direction. The temperature gradient in the MnSi
sample, along and perpendicular to the current flow di-
rection was confirmed to be less than 0.035 K/mm at j
= 2.7 MA/m23.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
ANALYSES

Representative time-integrated SANS patterns mea-
suring the broadening of the spot width of the magnetic
skyrmion reflection at T = 28.6 K and Bext = 0.2 T are
shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(d). In this setting, the incident neu-
tron illuminates the entire horizontal cross-section of the
sample [see Fig. 1(b) (top)]. Hereafter, the densities of
the DC and AC are represented as jDC and jAC, respec-
tively. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) display the six-fold reflec-
tions from the magnetic skyrmion lattice in the pristine
state (j = 0) and jDC = 2.7 MA/m2, respectively. In the
setting of the DC flow, broadening of the azimuthal spot
width above jt was observed, which is consistent with
the results of our previous work3. In Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
the SANS data at jAC = 2.7 MA/m2 with the AC fre-
quencies of 0.01 and 10 Hz are respectively shown. The
representative azimuthal angle dependence of the inte-
grated intensity of the magnetic skyrmion reflection near
Φ = 0 obtained from the SANS data is shown in Fig. 2(e).
In comparison to the pristine state, the azimuthal spot
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FIG. 2: SANS data for investigating the peak broadening of
the skyrmion reflection under AC flow. SANS measured at
T = 28.6 K under Bext = 0.2 T. In these measurements, the
setting at the top of Fig. 1(b) was used. The skyrmion re-
flections were measured at the pristine state (j = 0) (a) and
under the direct current (DC) at jDC = 2.7 MA/m2 (b), and
the AC at jAC = 2.7 MA/m2 for the AC frequency f = 0.01
(c) and 10 Hz (d), respectively. The azimuthal angle direction
(Φ) is indicated by the arrow in panel (a). Here, the coun-
terclockwise rotational direction is positive and the position
of the white bar is defined as zero position. All data were
measured for 10 minutes. (e) The azimuthal angle depen-
dences of the integrated intensity near Φ = 0 obtained from
SANS data. The lines are fitting results of the Gaussian func-
tions. Hereafter, we use 1σ standard deviation as error bar.
(f) Frequency dependences of the azimuthal spot widths for
the skyrmion reflections at jAC = 2.7 MA/m2 (closed circle)
and jAC = 3.6 MA/m2 (open triangle). Red diamond stands
for the azimuthal spot width for the pristine state. The black
and blue lines are guides to the eye for the data at jAC = 2.7
and 3.6 MA/m2, respectively.

width is sharper at 10 Hz.

To compare quantitatively the spot widths, the AC
frequency dependences of the azimuthal spot width ob-
tained by the six Gaussian function fitting to the six-
fold magnetic skyrmion reflections at jAC = 2.7 and
3.6 MA/m2 are shown in Fig. 2(f) [The details for the
data analyses are shown in Fig. 6, Appendix A]. The
data can be divided into two frequency regions. For fre-
quencies lower than 0.1 Hz, the azimuthal spot width is
broader than in the pristine state. This peak broaden-
ing is consistent with the results obtained under DC3.
In contrast, for f ≥ 1 Hz, the magnetic skyrmion reflec-
tions do not exhibit peak broadening, and the azimuthal
spot width is sharper than in the pristine state. The spot
width remained sharp up to 100 Hz and slightly increased
thereafter.

To determine the origin of the peak broadening of
the magnetic skyrmion reflection, we also measured the
SANS patterns at the left and right edges of the sam-
ple to investigate the spatially inhomogeneous rotation
of the magnetic skyrmion reflections in the azimuthal
angle direction, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (bottom). In
Figs. 3(a)-3(f), representative time-integrated SANS pat-
terns measured only at the right edge are shown [The
SANS data and analyses at the left edge are shown in
Figs. 8 and 10, Appendix C]. Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
show the magnetic skyrmion patterns in the pristine
state and jDC = 2.7 MA/m2, respectively. The mag-
netic skyrmion reflections exhibited clockwise rotations
at jDC = 2.7 MA/m2, originating from the plastic defor-
mation caused by the electric current flow, as discussed
in the previous work3. As shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d),
the broadening of the spot widths was observed at jAC

= 2.7 MA/m2 with f = 0.01 and 0.05 Hz. At these fre-
quencies, MnSi exhibited rotation in the azimuthal an-
gle direction of the magnetic skyrmion reflections near
the sample edges. Thus, this peak broadening originates
from the superimposition of clockwise and counterclock-
wise rotated reflections induced by the temporally chang-
ing AC flow. In contrast, the azimuthal spot widths for
f = 10 and 100 Hz in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) did not display
peak broadening, which is consistent with the results in
the setting for the whole-sample illumination, as shown
in Fig. 2(d).

Next, we show the time evolution of the SANS data
to investigate the transient state of rotation and peak
broadening of the magnetic skyrmion reflections. Here,
we used the time-resolved SANS data. The time-resolved
SANS intensity was integrated by repeating the inversion
of the electric current. We defined ‘Time = 0’ at the
falling edge of the electric current with a square wave-
form, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 3(g), the time evolu-
tion of the azimuthal angle dependency of the integrated
intensity of the magnetic skyrmion reflection near Φ = 0
at f = 0.05 Hz is shown. The center position of the mag-
netic skyrmion reflection at 0 s was approximately -3◦.
After 3 s, the magnetic skyrmion reflection moved pos-
itively, and the spot width appeared sharper than that
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FIG. 3: SANS data for investigating the rotation of the
skyrmion reflections at the sample edge under AC flow. The
SANS patterns measured at the right edge (-) of the sample
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(b) (bottom) are shown.
The measurements were conducted at the pristine state (a),
jDC = 2.7 MA/m2 (b), and jAC = 2.7 MA/m2 for f = 0.01
(c), 0.05 (d), 10 (e), and 100 Hz (f), respectively. All measure-
ments were conducted at T = 28.6 K and Bext = 0.2 T. The
data for (a) and (b) were measured for 20 minutes. The white
dotted lines in (a) and (b) are guides to the eye for the peak
positions of the skyrmion reflections in pristine condition. For
the data (c-f), a 60-min measurement was conducted and the
AC flow was applied. (g, h) The time dependences of the in-
tegrated intensity near Φ = 0 obtained from SANS data for
the skyrmion reflections at the AC frequency f = 0.05 (g) and
10 Hz (h), respectively. The bars in (g) and (h) stand for the
peak center positions obtained by Gaussian function fitting
for each time. Each data set is shifted vertically to improve
readability.

at 0 s. After 9 s, the center position remained positive
approximately at 3◦ and the spot width became broader
than that at 3 s. At 10 s, the electric current was switched
from a negative to a positive flow direction. Then, the
magnetic skyrmion reflection moved in the negative di-
rection at 13 s, which is 3 s after the polarity change,
and the spot width became sharper again. The center
position at 19.5 s later returned to the original approxi-
mately at -3◦, and the spot width became broader again.
In stark contrast, the center position of the magnetic
skyrmion reflection measured at f = 10 Hz did not dis-
play a drastic change, and the spot width also remained
sharp [see Fig. 3(h)].

To quantitatively analyze the time evolution of the
magnetic skyrmion reflections under AC flow, the az-
imuthal angle-dependent integrated intensity of the
magnetic skyrmion reflections obtained from the time-
resolved SANS data was fitted to six equally distributed
Gaussian functions. The obtained time dependence of
the rotation angle of the center position and azimuthal
spot width of the magnetic skyrmion reflections measured
at the right edge of the sample, are shown in Figs. 4(a)-
4(f). The rotation angle for f = 0.01 and 0.05 Hz in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) displays the drastic time evolution.
After inverting the electric current from negative (pos-
itive) to positive (negative), the center position of the
rotation angle direction changed from positive (negative)
to negative (positive) with a finite relaxation time. To
evaluate the relaxation time, the time dependence of
the center position of the rotation angle was fitted to
the following Debye relaxation equation [cyan lines in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]:

Φ(t) =

{

A−B × exp (−t/τ1) (0 ≦ t < 1/2f)
−A+B × exp (−(t− 1/2f)/τ2) (1/2f ≦ t < 1/f),

(1)
where Φ(t), f , and t represent the rotation angle of the
magnetic skyrmion reflection, AC frequency, and time,
respectively. A and B are constant values, and τ1, and
τ2 are the relaxation times. The obtained relaxation
times were as follows: τ1 = 3.1(2) s and τ2 = 4.5(2) s
for f = 0.01 Hz, and τ1 = 4.5(3) s and τ2 = 4.4(3) s
for f = 0.05 Hz. The average relaxation time was τav ∼
4.1(1) s. Hereafter, we defined the threshold frequency
ft as 1/(2τav) ∼ 0.12 Hz. In contrast, for the data at
f = 10 Hz, as shown in Fig. 4(c), where the periodicity
of the electric-current inversion was shorter than the re-
laxation time of the rotation of the magnetic skyrmion
reflection, the temporal change of the rotation angle was
not observed at all.

Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 4(d)-4(f), the az-
imuthal spot widths of the magnetic skyrmion reflec-
tions display a more complicated time evolution. For
f = 0.05 Hz, 1.5 s later after inverting the electric cur-
rent flow direction, the azimuthal spot width remained at
∼5◦ for the next 2 s. After 4 s, the azimuthal spot width
gradually increased with time. Then, the azimuthal spot
width saturated near the value observed under DC flow
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FIG. 4: Frequency-dependent time evolution of the rotation angle of the center position and azimuthal spot width of the
skyrmion reflections measured at the right edge of the sample under AC flow. The time evolution of the rotation angle and
the spot widths of the magnetic skyrmion reflections obtained from the six Gaussian function fitting to the six-fold magnetic
skyrmion reflections measured at jAC = 2.7 MA/m2 for f = 0.01 (a, d), 0.05 (b, e), and 10 Hz (c, f), respectively. Red
lines stand for the time dependence of the applied electric-current density with the square waveform. Cyan lines in panels
(a) and (b) represent the fitting results of the Debye relaxation equation. The dotted cyan line in panel (e) is the absolute
value of the rotation angle of the magnetic skyrmion reflection in panel (b) multiplied by the constant value and added the
background constant. Dark blue and green lines in panel (d-f) stand for the azimuthal spot width for the pristine state and
jDC = 2.7 MA/m2, respectively.

until the electric current direction was reinverted. For f
= 0.01 Hz, the intriguing time evolution of the azimuthal
spot width follows the result for f = 0.05 Hz; however,
the statistic was not sufficient to discuss the small change
of the azimuthal spot width by the time evolution. For f
= 10 Hz, the azimuthal spot width remained less than 5◦

without an observable time evolution, which was sharper
than that for the pristine states.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss a plausible model for under-
standing the time evolution of the SANS pattern under
AC flow. In the previous study on DC flow3, we used
the plastic flow model to explain the spatially inhomo-
geneous rotation of magnetic skyrmion reflection, where
magnetic skyrmions move with dislocations of the mag-
netic skyrmion lattices slipping along the domain bound-
aries. We should consider whether this model would ap-
ply to the SANS results under AC flow. In the frequency
dependence of the azimuthal spot width in Fig. 2(f), the
broadening of the azimuthal spot width originating from
plastic deformation was observed only below ft. Thus,
we should separately discuss the origins of the observed
phenomena below and above ft.

Here, we extend the plastic flow model to explain
the complex time evolution of the SANS data below ft.
First, we consider that the magnetic skyrmion lattices
are sheared by the plastic deformation at the sample edge
above jt. The bends of the magnetic skyrmion lattices to
electric current flow gradually relax from the sample edge

to the sample center, as shown schematically in Fig. 5(a).
In that case, the domain of the magnetic skyrmion lattice
along the perpendicular direction of the bending angle
should be fragmented into smaller domains with increas-
ing the bending angle. The dislocation density in the
magnetic skyrmion lattice is at maximum when the do-
main size of the magnetic skyrmion lattice is minimal. It
is expected that the correlation length in the azimuthal
angle direction (the rotational direction) is inversely pro-
portional to a derivative d|φ(r)|/dr, where φ(r) is the
bending angle at the distance r from the sample edge.
The bending behavior of the condensate near the sample
edge under an electric current flow has also been dis-
cussed in charge-density-wave (CDW) systems48.

Next, to validate the correctness of this model, we
investigate the relation of the experimentally obtained
correlation length in an azimuthal angle direction and
d|φ(r)|/dr of the magnetic skyrmion. In the SANS ex-
periment, the broadening of the spot width and the ro-
tation in the azimuthal angle direction of the magnetic
skyrmion reflections are separately observed. Note that
the azimuthal spot width and the rotation of the mag-
netic skyrmion reflection are respectively the reciprocal
of the correlation length in the azimuthal angle direc-
tion and d|φ(r)|/dr averaged in the neutron illumina-
tion area. Therefore, if the above model is correct, the
spot width in the azimuthal angle direction should be
proportional to the absolute value of the rotation angle
|Φ| of the magnetic skyrmion reflections as follows: Spot
width = a0 + b |Φ(t)|, where a0 and b are constant val-
ues. Time-dependence of the spot width estimated as-
suming this equation is shown by a dotted cyan line in
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FIG. 5: Schematics for top view of the bends, domain structure, and the dislocations of the magnetic skyrmion lattice near
the sample edge. The left figures schematically represent the bends of the magnetic skyrmion lattice to the electric current
flow in the whole sample above the threshold electric current density at f < ft (a) and f > ft (b), and in the pristine state
(c). The right figures schematically represent the magnified areas enclosed by the black squares in the left figures. The domain
structure and the dislocations of the magnetic skyrmion lattice near the right edge of the sample are depicted. The different
domains are represented by different colors. The solid and open symbols stand for the magnetic skyrmions. The open triangles
(squares) mean the clockwise (counterclockwise) rotated magnetic skyrmion domain, respectively. The blue solid circles stand
for the unrotated (φ = 0) magnetic skyrmion domain. The black double circles stand for the end of the extra lattice plane on
the dislocation of the magnetic skyrmion lattice. The ⊻ and ⊼ symbols stand for the directions of the fault lines and Burgers
vector. The dislocation in (c) is thermally induced by the first-order phase transition, and thus the direction of the fault lines
of the dislocation is random.
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Fig. 4(e), which is to be compared with the experimen-
tally observed time dependence. A good agreement to the
experimental result can be seen in the figure. Notably,
the time evolution of the rotation angle of the magnetic
skyrmion reflection was well-fitted by the Debye relax-
ation model with a slow relaxation time, which is antic-
ipated to originate from the motion of a large assembly.
The moving magnetic skyrmions accompanying the rota-
tion of the large domains and the increase or decrease in
the dislocation density in the magnetic skyrmion lattice
in the extended plastic-flow model are compatible with
the motion of such a large assembly. From this discus-
sion, we conclude that the extended plastic-flow model
can explain the observed phenomena below ft.

Above ft under AC flow, as the rotation of the mag-
netic skyrmion reflection is suppressed, we consider that
the magnetic skyrmions do not move long distances but
oscillate within short displacements. Therefore, we re-
call the random organization discussed in a periodically
driven system, where the particles are self-organized to
avoid collisions after repeatedly colliding with neighbor-
ing particles55. The magnetic skyrmions under AC flow
above ft oscillate cyclically by pushing each other, sim-
ilar to the situation in the earlier model simulation for
the periodically driven system. Then, we speculate that
the magnetic skyrmions are rearranged equidistant and
the dislocations in the magnetic skyrmion lattice are re-
moved by this effect. Consequently, the azimuthal spot
width of the magnetic skyrmion reflection becomes sharp
because the domain size of the magnetic skyrmion lattice
is enlarged, as shown in Fig. 5(b). This type of random
organization effect in the topological matter has also been
discussed in the quantum vortex of type-II superconduc-
tors56,57. In stark contrast, however, the rearrangement
of the magnetic skyrmions should not originate from the
thermal vibration effect since the plastic deformation of
the magnetic skyrmion lattice exhibits a long-time mem-
ory effect3. It is also noteworthy that the azimuthal spot
width of the magnetic skyrmion reflection above ft be-
comes even sharper than in the pristine state. To under-
stand these intriguing characteristics, it may be crucial
that the domain size of the magnetic skyrmion lattice in
the pristine state is not large. Many dislocations would
exist at the domain boundaries owing to the first-order
phase-transition nature of the magnetic skyrmion phase
in MnSi and disturb the extension of the domain size of
the magnetic skyrmion lattice, as depicted in Fig. 5(c).
Thus, it is reasonable that the azimuthal spot width
is sharper than in the pristine state as the dislocations
would be removed by the random organization effect for
the cyclically oscillating magnetic skyrmion lattice.

From the above discussion, we obtain vital information
for spintronic applications, that is, the dislocation den-
sity in the magnetic skyrmion lattice in MnSi is control-
lable by AC frequencies. Whereas the dislocation density
in the magnetic skyrmion lattice increases owing to the
DC and AC flows below ft, the dislocation density de-
creases with the dislocations removed by the cyclic oscil-

lation of the AC flow above ft, as clearly shown from our
experimental findings. Furthermore, AC flow fabricates
a cleaner magnetic skyrmion lattice than the thermally
induced one. The manipulation method of the disloca-
tion density in the magnetic skyrmion lattice discussed
here will facilitate further research on the spintronic ap-
plications of topologically protected matter.
Finally, it is noteworthy to estimate the velocity of the

moving magnetic skyrmion lattice based on the above
model. In MnSi, a decrease in the azimuthal spot width
owing to the random organization effect was observed at
f ∼ 1 Hz near ft. It is suspected that the magnetic
skyrmions oscillate with a short distance near ft, prob-
ably several skyrmions (less than 1,000 Å for MnSi), for
the practical emergence of the random organization ef-
fect. Because the magnetic skyrmions oscillate 1,000 Å
in 1 s, the velocity of the moving magnetic skyrmion lat-
tice is approximately 10−7 m/s. This velocity near jt
in MnSi is of the same order as the value in the noise
measurement42, but far from the value in the topological
Hall measurement estimated as 10−5 m/s15. The differ-
ence in the velocity between our investigation and the
result of the topological Hall measurement may originate
from the difference in the observed magnetic skyrmions.
The viscous magnetic skyrmion motion on the disloca-
tion in the magnetic skyrmion lattice near the sample
edge is highlighted in this SANS investigation, whereas
in the topological Hall measurement the averaged mag-
netic skyrmion motion in the sample is measured.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we measured the SANS patterns to in-
vestigate skyrmion lattice motion in bulk MnSi under
AC flows. The azimuthal spot width of the magnetic
skyrmion reflection displays peak broadening above jt
and below ft. Time-dependent variations for the spa-
tially inhomogeneous rotation and azimuthal spot width
of the magnetic skyrmion reflections were observed be-
low ft in stark contrast to the time-independent varia-
tion of the magnetic skyrmion reflections above ft. We
explain these complex time-dependent responses of the
magnetic skyrmion lattice to the AC flow with a bend-
ing of the magnetic skyrmion lattice and the change in
its dislocation density, which is critical to understanding
the dynamic transient states of the moving topological
defect.
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Appendix A: Data analysis methods for small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS)

The analysis procedures are almost identical with our
previous study3. To analyze the rotation angle and spot
width broadening in the azimuthal angle direction of
the magnetic skyrmion reflections as a function of fre-
quency of an alternating current (AC), we obtained the
azimuthal angle dependence of the scattering intensity
from the SANS data by integrating along the radial di-
rection between the two red circles shown in Fig. 6(a).
The example of the azimuthal angle dependence of the
integrated SANS intensity is shown in Fig. 6(c). All
data were measured at T = 28.6 K at Bext = 0.2 T.

Black filled circle and red line respectively stand for the
obtained integrated intensity and the fitting curvature.
The azimuthal angle dependence was fitted to six Gaus-
sian functions and background intensity, from which the
center position of the averaged rotation angle and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spot width of
the magnetic skyrmion reflections were obtained. The
detailed fitting function is defined as

I(Φ) =

5
∑

i=0

Ai × exp (−(Φ− Φ0 + 60◦ × i)2/2σ2) + BG,

(2)
where I(Φ), Φ, Ai, and BG are the intensity, azimuthal
angle, constant value, and background constant, respec-
tively. Φ0 and σ are the rotation angle and spot width
of the skyrmion reflections, respectively.
To analyze the variation of the spacing of the skyrmion

lattice, the reciprocal lattice position Q and spot width
to QêQ direction of the skyrmion reflection were esti-
mated. We obtained the Q dependence of the intensity
integrated along the azimuthal angle direction in the yel-
low colored area in Fig. 6(b), and the example of the Q
dependence of the intensities of the skyrmion reflections
is shown in Fig. 6(d). The SANS intensity was fitted by
four Gaussian functions, from which Q position and spot
width to QêQ direction were obtained. The fitting result
is shown by the solid red line.

Appendix B: Sequence to measure frequency
dependences of SANS under AC flow

Here, we explain how to measure the AC frequency de-
pendence of the SANS intensity. In Fig. 7, the schematic
to explain the measurement procedure of the SANS data
under AC are shown. At first, we measured the SANS
data at the pristine state (j = 0). Then, the electric cur-
rent was gradually increased up to j = 2.7 or 3.6 MA/m2,
and the measurement under the direct current (DC) was
conducted. Next, the SANS measurements under the AC
flow were conducted in order from lower to higher AC fre-
quency. Finally, the SANS data was measured under DC
flow again to confirm the reproducibility.

Appendix C: Supplemental results

Figure 8 shows the representative time-integrated
SANS patterns measured at the left edge. In
Figs. 9 and 10, the obtained time dependences of the
center position of the rotation angle and the spot width
in the azimuthal angle direction, and the Q position and
the spot width to QêQ direction for each current density
measured at right and left edges are shown, respectively.
The center positions of the rotation angle measured at
100 and 1000 Hz at right edge, and 10 and 100 Hz at
left edge are at ∼2◦. The possible origin of this shift
is the misorientation of the electric current direction at
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FIG. 7: (a) Schematics to explain the measurement procedure of the SANS data under the DC and AC. First, the SANS data
for j = 0 (1) was measured. Next, the electric current was gradually increased and the SANS data under the DC at jDC =
2.7 MA/m2 (2) was measured. Then, the SANS measurements under the AC (3 and 4) were conducted. The applied frequency
was gradually increased from f = 0.005 Hz to 1000 Hz. After measuring the SANS under AC, the SANS under DC (5) was
measured again. (b) The examples for the SANS data at T = 28.6 K and Bext = 0.2 T measured at right edge of the sample
are shown. The numbers indicate the corresponding SANS data measured in the region indicated by the numbers at (a). White
dashed lines are guides to eye for the peak positions of the skyrmion reflections in pristine condition. Bottom and top figures
show the whole magnetic skyrmion reflections and the single magnetic skyrmion reflection with magnifying the white solid line
area in bottom figures, respectively.

each edge. To confirm it, the further experiments with changing the electric current orientation are necessary.
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